
 

RCP UPDATE – April 2014 
 

Villagers donate land to RCP for a permanent camp 
 
Since its inception in 2009, the Ruaha Carnivore Project has been renting land for its field camp from 
from Kitisi village. Following the renewal of Amy’s Fellowship at Oxford University for another 5 
years, the project was looking to settle more permanently, and we were very excited when the Kitisi 
villagers decided to donate the rented land to RCP. Amy (the project director), Msago (the 
community liaison officer) and the village authorities all walked around the plot of land and 
demarcated a zone of 10 acres, which will be used for a permanent tented field camp and will ensure 
a longer-term presence in Kitisi. This was a really exciting day, and showed that the project has come 
a long way in terms of being accepted and welcomed by local villagers, who were initially suspicious 
of why the project was there. We want to thank all the villagers of Kitisi for making us so welcome, 
and we hope that we will have a positive presence there for many years to come.  
 

 
  
 
                                                                                           
 

Lion hunt after depredation incident close to park 
 
In early April, a cow and calf which had become separated from their herd were attacked and killed 
by a lion. This kind of incident can be extremely serious for local villagers, who rely heavily upon their 
livestock for both cultural and economic security. When the herder realized that there had been an 
attack, he did the traditional thing and collected young men together to go and search for the carcass 
and the lion responsible. The Lion Guardians in our area usually respond very quickly to this kind of 
incident, but unfortunately the very high rains we have had recently meant that the route to that 
village land was cut off by floodwaters, and the team could not reach the hunters. Eventually, RCP 
learned that one adult male lion had been killed, and the team went to find the carcass and learn as 
much as possible about the incident, so we can help prevent this kind of thing happening in the 
future. Large carnivore killing in response to depredation has been a huge issue around Ruaha, but 
RCP’s efforts to prevent attacks and provide benefits from carnivore presence mean that it has 

Amy, Msago and the village leaders use a GPS 
to establish the boundaries of RCP’s new land 

The villagers and local authorities came to 
the RCP camp to discuss the land offer and 

establish the boundaries of the plot 



declined significantly since the start of the project. However, there is still a lot of work to do, and 
extending the guarding dog programme will be one important way of preventing these bush attacks 
and retaliatory killings in the future. We also need to closely link the presence of large carnivores to 
the level of benefits, and that is something we are investigating at present.  
 
 

 
The lion carcass was decomposing and covered in maggots by the time the team managed to reach it, 

due to flooding being a problem. The paws were cut off and taken by the hunters, which is part of a 
traditional ritual. In addition, the tail tuft and the testicles had been removed.  

 
 

 
RCP has permits to retain the skulls of lions killed in conflict, and uses them as teaching materials for 

local outreach and education programmes 
 

2014 Simba Scholars selected! 
 
Providing real, tangible benefits from large carnivore presence is vitally important if villagers are 
going to conserve them in the long-term. One of the main benefits requested by the villagers was 
better education for their children, so one of the programmes RCP has developed is the ‘Simba 
Scholarships’, where children from pastoralist families compete to receive a full four-year scholarship 
through secondary school, which costs US$ 2000. In collaboration with Idodi Secondary School 



(where the scholarships are held), RCP held an exam last week in order to select the most promising 
students who would receive the scholarships. 21 candidates attended, and the exam tested skills in 
English, mathematics and essay-writing. The results revealed that five students had reached the 
required level – usually, we try to split the scholarships equally between boys and girls, but this year 
only one girl reached the required pass mark. Therefore, we will have one female and four male 
Simba Scholars in 2014, and they will be starting their schooling very soon. Excitingly, four of the 
students (all the boys) are Barabaig, which is very exciting as very few Barabaig children get the 
opportunity for further education. The female student is a Maasai girl, and all the students and their 
families are very excited by this opportunity to improve their education and future prospects.  
 

 
The candidates were welcomed by Uchungu Mgogo (one of our research assistants) at the RCP camp 

before taking the Simba Scholar exam at Idodi Secondary School 
 

 
The candidates taking the exam at Idodi Secondary School 



 
Relieved students after the exam, with Justin Chambulila and Uchungu Mgogo, two of RCP’s research 

assistants who helped develop and mark the Simba Scholar exams 
 

Lion Guardians help find a disabled boy in the bush 

Livestock become lost in the bush relatively often in the study area, and it is part of the role of Lion 
Guardians to help the community by trying to find them and avoid depredation. Last week, the Lion 
Guardians played an extra-important role when a disabled boy became lost in the bush, and they 
teamed up with other young men to help find him. The boy was eventually found after spending a 
night alone in the bush – and interestingly, RCP’s camera traps captured some photos of the search, 
including photos of the lost boy, the search party, and also a lost cow, which was found and returned 
by Daudi, one of the longest-standing Ruaha Lion Guardians. These kinds of community actions are 
very important, as they demonstrate a clear benefit to local people from the presence of the Lion 
Guardians and the wider RCP project.  

 
Camera-trap photo of the lost boy 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Camera-trap image of one of the search parties looking for the boy 
 

 
 

Image of a lost cow, which was found by Ruaha Lion Guardian Daudi, and was returned safely to its 
owner before it could be attacked by a carnivore 

 
DVD night in Magozi breaks attendance record 
 
More people than ever came to RCP’s educational DVD night in Magozi in early April, with over 200 
villagers attending. The very responsive audience got a presentation about RCP’s objectives and 
projects, plus a Disney documentary about African cats. DVD nights are held every week in different 
villages, and are extremely popular. They often generate intense discussion about the importance of 
carnivores and community conservation issues, and we are now working hard with partners such as 
Disney, BBC and National Geographic to try to push forwards with the translation of some of the 
most popular films – such as African Cats, Africa or Last of the Lions – into Swahili, so that they can 
make even more of an impact on these local audiences. These are the communities which really have 



a huge role to play in terms of whether these populations are conserved, so this translation would be 
a vitally important step and is something we are very keen to see happen.  
 

 
 

Hundreds of villagers gathered in Magozi village to attend RCP’s wildlife DVD night 
 
RCP camera traps 
 
RCP, Trevor Jones (from the Udzungwa Elephant project) and Jeremy Cusack (a PhD student being co-
supervised by Amy, RCP’s director) have all been collaborating to set out camera-traps (remotely 
triggered cameras) across the Ruaha ecosystem, and learn more about the diversity and relative 
distribution of carnivores and other wildlife in this critically important landscape. There is one 
permanent camera-trap grid stationed close to Msembe, the Ruaha National Park headquarters, and 
that has been revealing some wonderful images of carnivores this month. These included the elusive 
caracal, as well as some great photos of cheetahs, which are typically very hard to capture on 
camera-traps due to their wide-ranging nature. In addition, we caught images of lion, leopard, serval, 
and three termite eating mammals (aardvark, aardwolf and bat-eared fox), as well as a nice picture 
of Grant’s gazelles, an elephant with its trunk up in the air and a curious impala. These images 
provide invaluable scientific data for us on species’ occurrence and habitat selection, but are also 
fascinating to see. If people are interested in the camera-traps, then they can sponsor a camera trap 
through the Ruaha Explorers Club, and have images from their camera-trap sent to an individual 
Facebook page – if you are interested, please email Leo Sooter, leosooter@gmail.com for more 
information.  
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A caracal, which is a rarely-seen, medium-sized cat 

 

 
A beautiful shot of a leopard having a morning walk 

 



 
Two cheetahs, which is great as they are rarely captured on the camera-traps 

 

 
A lioness walking through the Park at night 

 



 
A serval, another of the elusive smaller cats in the Ruaha ecosystem 

 

 
An aardwolf – a small member of the hyaena family which relies heavily upon termites for its diet 

 



 
A bat-eared fox – a very pretty member of the dog family, which uses its large ears to locate 

underground prey 
 

 
An aardvark - a fascinating animal which is hard to spot in the Ruaha are, as it is largely nocturnal 

 
 



 
An elephant, sniffing the air as it walks along 

 

 
A group of Grant’s gazelle – one of the favoured prey items of the cheetahs captured above! 

 
 
 



 
A curious impala getting a closer look at one of the camera-traps! 

 
 
 
 


